THE BLACKS AND THE WHITES
Virginia Beach, Virginia, USA
THE GREAT I AM SAYS:
What happens when you do works in your own human strength? How far will you truly
go?
If I had you move forward in building anything and not give you the pushing needed,
you would be as this group, who use exhorters to influence, to push their agenda. But
what if there was true submission? What if you just waited for My surging? You have
waited, but now you no longer have to. You no longer have to wait because the time is
now given, servant.
You cannot force Me to move and do anything. You cannot, servant. You must wait for
My leading. I promise you, servant, so much will turn on the eleventh. So much will
change. So much will be so different. So much. And this is why We had you wait,
servant. You had to wait on Me for those four years. But now, servant, now a shifting
will be moved on. There will be such a great push.
I don’t want you ever to follow the crowd, even when everyone else is pushing you to
do things. Servant, always wait for Me. Always wait for Me in every ministry detail.
Always wait on Me. Do not pretend you hear anything from Me unless I am really
speaking. Always wait for Me. Only speak My will.
Never, servant, never take any credit for what I am doing. Trust Me fully. Trust Me in
every detail.
Stand alone and be willing to wait even when moments go by, and everyone wonders if
you truly are hearing My will. Now, servant, I will no longer be silent. I will no longer
stand by and watch as others speak against you, for I will back you up. I will stand with
you. I will defend you. I will be with you.
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I will never leave you, nor will I ever forsake you. Servant, I will now push you. They
will all now see. They will all see.
I saw a group stand and put on a show, yet they did not know how to reach Me in their
worship. I truly wanted to give them a way to break through this harsh ceiling of bitter
slavery mentality, but when will it take way? When will the Black race forgive what the
White race did to their ancestors so long ago? When will it take place? When they truly
start to see that there is a way to bring a different form of worship when there is no
way in bitterness that is within.
“I am always striving to get better” is what I hear from a great deal of people in
poverty.
You were given a glimpse of a few months to know how it is to rely on others for help
in getting taken care of. Now have a new look at what it would mean to take care of
your own way, with plenty leftover. No poor mentality is within you, and that frustrates
many that you know of. You are no poor person. It will truly be coming to the surface,
where you truly are very rich in Me.
Humility is the first nature of I AM that We will speak with you concerning. That will be
major—that way to reflect various natures within your God I AM.
As for the church visited: Their way is truly moving, but the level of growth is very slow.
And that is truly because the people are not a hungry group. They are complacent. And
they would hope that singing with great singers will be enough to get a major following.
If they would look again, they would truly see; all that I would have a need for is one
willing person who walks with any but has a way to always place Me first in all forms.
I just need one human vessel, and that will be enough to walk a major way into the full
earth way. Be willing to risk all for Me. Be willing to lose all of your friends. Be willing to
have no more children. Be willing to be alone.
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